Synopsis

Help your students study more effectively and improve their performance at exam time with this comprehensive guide! Written by Susan McMurry, the Study Guide and Solutions Manual provide answers and explanations to all in-text and end-of-chapter exercises. Content has been updated to match the new in-text and end-of-chapter exercises.
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Customer Reviews

I've already noticed that this is just a copy of the previous edition... problems have not been changed, in large part, to match the new edition (there are so few changes, anyway). Just get the old edition of both books, the text and student solutions / study guide.

Many of the answers in the solutions manual do NOT match up to the questions in the textbook, even though the textbook I have is the corresponding edition. Complete waste of money. How am I supposed to see if I am answering the questions correctly (which is the ONLY reason to purchase the manual in the first place). It is already terrible that students are forced to pay double for an extra textbook just to see the solutions to practice problems, but the answers to entire chapters are missing or scrambled. Useless textbook.

It is a great complement to the lecture text. Having this solution manual really helps you to understand better how chemical reactions work.
A no brainer to get as a supplement to the text.

Good

Book came bent with ripped pages hate the way it is set up and not a clear solution manual

It says new but there is a bit of tear around the edges and the corner of the books.
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